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Washington, DC 20231

Sir:

NOTICE REGARDING RELATED LITIGATION

Patent Owner Vysis, Inc. brings to the attention of the Office the following papers from

the currently pending litigation between the Patent Owner and Gen-Probe, the Protestor. These

I papers relate to Gen-Probe's recently-decided motion for partial summary judgment of

noninfringement, as follows:

- Gen-Probe's Notice ofMotion and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment,

Memorandum ofPoints and Authorities in Support Thereof, Separate Statement of Undisputed

Facts in Support Thereof, Declaration of R. WiUiam Bowen in Support Thereof, Declaration of

Dr. Joseph O. Falkinham in Support Thereof, Declaration of Dr. Matthew Longiam in Support

Thereof, Stipulation and Proposed Order Allowing Gen-Probe to File Under Seal Certain
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Documents in Support Thereof, and Notice of Lodgment in Support Thereof, and Proof of

Service;

- Vysis' Opposition to Gen-Probe's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, Declaration

ofThomas W. Banks in Support Thereof, Declaration ofDr. David H. Persing in Support

Thereof, Defendant's Statement ofDisputed Facts in Opposition, and Notice ofLodgment of

Case Authority not in Official Reporter System in Support Thereof;

- Stipulation and Order Permitting Gen-Probe to File Reply Memorandum; Gen-Probe's

Reply Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support ofMotion for Partial Summary

Judgment (Exhibit C to the Stipulation and Order), Stipulation and Proposed Order allowing

Gen-Probe to File under Seal Certain Documents in Support Thereof, Reply Notice of Lodgment

in Support Thereof; Reply Declaration of Stephen P. Swinton in Support Thereof, Reply

Declaration ofR. William Bowen in Support Thereof, Reply Declaration of Dr. Joseph O.

Falkinham in Support Thereof, Reply Declaration of Christine Gritzmacher in Support Thereof;

and

- Order Granting Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Noninfringement of the *338

Patent; Claim Construction of the term "Amplifying" as found in the '338 Patent.

REMARKS

Gen-Probe's Motion sought partial summaryjudgment ofnoninMngement by asserting

that its nucleic acid tests use specific probes in the amphfication step but that the claims of the

'338 Patent encompass only non-specific amplification. Vysis opposed the motion, pointing to

the prosecution history of the '338 patent, which establishes that both the PTO and the Patent

Owner viewed the term "amphfication" in the '338 patent claims as encompassing specific

amplification techniques such as PCR. The trial court accepted Gen-Probe's asserted
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construction ofthe term "ampUfying" as being limited to non-specific amplification and entered

partial summaryjudgment accordingly.

Vysis contends that the court's decision is based, inter alia, on a profound

misunderstanding of the prosecution history ofthe '338 patent and has filed a motion seeking

entry of final judgment on the inMngement issue so that it can immediately appeal that ruling.

While Vysis does so, however, the trial court's ruUng on this infringement issue should have no

effect on resolution of the patentability issues being addressed in these reissue proceedings.

In the first instance, the claim construction urged by Gen-Probe before the trial court is

flatly at odds with the claim construction it has advocated in this reissue proceeding. In this

reissue proceeding, Gen-Probe filed a Protest against the claims ofthe '338 patent, asserting

invalidity over references that disclosed only specific amplification. For example, Gen-Probe

argued that claim 1 was anticipated by Powell et al.. Cell 50:831-840 (1987), a reference that

discloses PGR, perhaps the best known of the specific amplification methods. See Protest, pp.

23-25.

Second, the court's decision is currently a "partial summaryjudgment" that is not yet a

final, appealable court decision. Rule 54(b), Fed. R. Civ. P. The Patent Owner is presently

seeking to convert that order into a final judgment so that it can promptiy appeal, but that relief

has not yet been granted. The Patent Owner will apprise the PTO of developments in this regard

as they occur.

Third, the court's decision is not a decision on the validity of the '338 patent. Indeed, the

court expressly recognized that "a motion for invalidity pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 112 is not before

the Court." Order, p. 7, line 19. The court's decision is directed to issues of infringement and

does not conti-ol resolution ofthe issues ofpatentability that are currently before the PTO.
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Fourth, and perhaps most importantly, the court's decision is not logically compelling

because it is based on a manifest misunderstanding of the prosecution history of the original '338

patent that should be clear to the PTO even in advance of appellate review of that decision.

While it is true that the specification does not use the term "PCR," neither does it limit the

invention to non-specific amplification. The absence of any detailed discussion of amphfication

methods is not remarkable because the inventors of the '338 patent had not invented

amplification. Both specific and non-specific amplification methods were well known in the art,

and the PTO so held repeatedly and without contradiction fi-om the Patent Owner in the original

prosecution. Instead, the invention related to the combination of target capture with

amplification. That combination permits the use ofnon-specific primers for the amphfication

step, but does not require the use of non-specific primers. And while the sjpecification highlights

the benefits ofthe combination of target capture and non-specific amplification, it does not limit

the claimed combination to non-specific amplification.

The prosecution history of the '338 patent bears this out. Each of the five Examiners

who evaluated the application and its related coimterparts recognized that amplification

encompassed specific amphfication as in PGR. Indeed, the substantive examination of the '338

patent began with a rejection for obviousness under 35 U.S.C. § 103 "over MuUis [the PGR

patent] when taken with any ofMoss et al., Stabinsky or Engelhardt et al. and taken fiirther in

view ofRanki et al. or Josephson et al. or Schroder ifnecessary." See USSN 07/944,505, Office

Action ofNov. 5, 1992, at pp. 3-4. The Examiner explained that:

The primary reference teaches DNA amplification and point[s] out

the great value of this method for improved sensitivity as well as

improved abihty to isolate specific nucleotide sequences. The
primary references do not specifically teach nucleic acid affinity

chromatography prior to the amphfication reaction. The secondary

references all teach the well known method of affinity
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chromatography. * * * It would be obvious for one of ordinary

skill in the art to combine the teachings ofthe primary references

which show improved sensitivity and improved abihty to purify a

sequence with the secondary references which teach a method

providing improved ability to purify a sequence and improved

sensitivity since the methods are all directed to the same result and

one of ordinary skill would expect an improvement in results.

Id. That this was not a rejection alleging obviousness oi nonspecific amphfication is clear from

the separate treatment of dependent claims requiring non-specific amplification in that same

Office Action, based on a different technique which the PTO also characterized as "well known."

Id. at 4.

Of course, the inventors never distinguished the claims as not encompassing PGR, but

rather focused on the lack of any suggestion for the combination ofPGR with target capture. See

USSN 08/283,080, Preliminary Amendment and Response to Restriction Requirement of Dec. 5,

1995, pp. 1 1-12 and 15-20. The Examiners' behef that the claims expressly covered PGR was

so fundamental to the examination that the Examiner who allowed the '338 Patent concluded in

the Statement of Reasons for Allowance that:

The claims are drawn to methods ofPGR amphfication

wherein the target is first separated from the sample by using a

support that binds to the target polynucleotide and then amphfied.

* * *

[T]he art at the time of filing did not recognize that the efficiency

ofPGR amplification would decrease due to the presence of

contaminants in a sample and therefore provided no motivation to

purify a target sample from a heterogeneous sample of nucleic

acids prior to amplification. Having not recognized the problem,

applicant's solution therefore, while utiUzing routine methodology

to modify PGR amphfication, would not have been obvious at the

time the invention was made.

USSN 08/238,080, Notice ofAllowability of Oct. 13, 1997.
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Gen-Probe completely ignored this prosecution history in its opening brief in support of

I

its motion, but its reply brief urged that the PTO had not really rejected the claims as

I

encompassing PCR, as follows:

Vysis' initial apphcations were not rejected by the PTO because

Vysis' claims encompassed PCR, but because those claims were an
"obvious" attempt to achieve the same result as PCR in a different

manner.

Gen-Probe's Reply Memorandum, p. 14. The trial court accepted this contention, holding:

Gen-Probe asserts that the rejection by the PTO of the

patent application based on the MuUis (PCR) patent does not

support the claim that the patent covered PCR amphfication

methods. Vysis acknowledged in oral argument that [it] did not

have a license to the MuUis patents or PCR method. Gen-Probe
argues that the patent application was rejected as obvious in light

of the PCR patents because specific capture methods plus non-

specific amplification were an attempt to achieve the same results

as PCR

* * * *

The Court concludes that the references to the Mulhs
patents and PCR in the prosecution history do not help clarify the

proper construction of the term "amplifying" as used in the '338

patent. At most, the prosecution history indicates that the idea of
amplification by first using specific target capture techniques is

close enough to the goals ofPCR to be "obvious" to the PTO in

light of the Mullis patents. [Footnote omitted.]

Slip op. at 8-9. The Statement ofReasons for Allowance and the separate treatment of claims

I

directed to non-specific amplification demonstrate the error in Gen-Probe's contention and the

court's holding. It could not be clearer that the '338 patent claims were repeatedly rejected

precisely because they encompassed specific amplification techniques such as PCR. The court's

holding is manifestly based, at least in part, on a fundamental misunderstanding of the
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In order to avoid any ambiguity as to the scope of the amplification techniques

I

encompassed by the claims, the Patent Owner wishes to add to its previously submitted

I

intermediate scope claims dependent claims that recite "random primers" and "specially tailored

I

primers." These amendments are made in the accompanying Supplemental Preliminary

I

Amendment and are fully supported by the original specification.

If there are any fees due with the filing of this Notice not already accounted for, please

charge the fees to our Deposit Account No. 06-0916

Respectfully submitted,

FINNEGAN, HENDERSON, FARABOW,
GARRETT & DUNNER, L.L.P.

?2

Dated: July 16, 2001 Bv: \3U^A. /S, ^C(m^
Jean B. Fordis

Reg. No. 32,984
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Reissue Application of:

Group Art Unit: 1655

Examiner: D. Johannsen

U.S. Patent No. 5,750,338

Mark L. Collins et al.
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Filed: March 8, 2000
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CAPTURE METHODS WITH
AMPLIFICATION FOR
AFFINITY ASSAYS

REISSUE LITIGATION BOX

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC 20231

Sir:

SUPPLEMENTAL PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Further to the Preliminary Amendment ofMarch 8, 2000, the Patent Owner submits

additional claims of intermediate scope to provide protection for several narrower aspects of the

invention.

IN THE CLAIMS:

Please add new claims 60-63, as follows:

60. The exponential amplification method of claim 43 wherein the target polynucleotide is

amplified with random primers.

6 1 . The exponential amplification method of claim 43 wherein the target polynucleotide is

ampUfied with specially tailored primers.
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62, The exponential amplification method of claim 49 wherein the target polynucleotide is

amplified with random primers.

63. The exponential amplification method of claim 49 wherein the target polynucleotide is

amplified with specially tailored primers.

REMARKS

The Patent Owner has added new claims 60-63 to provide additional protection for

several narrower aspects of the claimed invention. Specifically, in Ught of the Protestor's

attempts in the related litigation to construe the claims as encompassing only non-specific, or

random, primers in the amplification process, the Patent Owner has now recognized the need for

intermediate scope claims directed to both non-specific and specific primers. Thus, the Patent

Owner hereby introduces new claims 60-63 to cover those embodiments, as follows.

Claims 60 and 61 specify that the amplification method of claim 43, which depends,

ultimately, on independent claim 1 can use either non-specific primers or specific primers.

Claims 62 and 63 similarly set forth both non-specific and specific primers for use in the

amplification method of claim 49, which ultimately depends from independent claim 7

To best follow the language in the specification, these claims recite use of "random

primers" (supported by the various examples including Example 5) or "specially tailored

primers" (supported by the discussion at, for example, col, 30, lines 38-40). In the summary of

the interview conducted in connection with this application on January 16, 2001, at pages 3-4, it

is believed that the Examiners acknowledged support in the specification for use ofboth specific

and non-specific ampHfication.

Accordingly, these claims are supported by the specification and are in condition for

allowance, together with initial claims 1-40 and previously submitted claims 41-59.



If there are any fees due with the filing of this Supplemental Preliminary Amendment not

aheady accounted for, please charge the fees to our Deposit Account No. 06-0916.

Respectfully submitted,

FINNEGAN, HENDERSON, FARABOW,
GARRETT & DUNNER, L.L.P.

Dated: July 16, 2001 Bv: vjcst^ /6 3^d^
Jean B. Fordis

Reg. No. 32,984
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